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COIIPOSITION OF VIBRATIONS. 
BY OEO. ]1(. HOPKINS. 

The optical method of studying sonorous vibrations 
has the advantage over other methods in being of 
intere.st, not only to the student of acoustics, but also 
to those who care only for beautiful effect.s, and have 
no regard for the lessons they teach. 

As incidental to scientific work, the effect of beauti
ful experiments on the latter class may be worth a lit
tle consideration, as it not infrequently happens that 
the mere on�looker is lured into the paths of science 
by such means. 

Among physical experiments, none are more attrae'
tive or instructive than those connected with the sub
ject of sound. The experiments of M. Lissajous are 
particularly interesting, but when the figures are pro
duced by the apparatus employed 
by Lissajous, a costly set of instru
ments will be required. 

In the annexed engraving are 
shown two pieces of apparatus for 
prorlucing these figures; that shown 
in Fig. 1 being quite inexpensive, 
that shown in Fig. 2 being a little 
more costly, and, at the same time, 
more efficient in its performance. 

The device shown in Fig. 1 con
sists essentially of two plane mir
rors, supported by torsional band� 
of ribbon, one being supported so 
.A.Q. to lrj�rQte.1n....a.'_vertica1 nla,ne tb� . 

'other in a horizontal plane', the 
mirrors being an-anged with. respect 
to each other so that the light re
ceived by one mirror will be reflect
ed upon the face of the other mir
ror, ,by which it will in turn be pro
jected through the dou�le convex 
hand glass, to be finally received on 
the wall or screen. 

bands, and by shifting the wire weights., As the vari- Paper. 
ous figures which may be produced are illustrated in To properly mix fibers we must know the way they 
most works on physics and on sound, it will be uri- combine to produce paper and the qualit.ies which they 
necessary to illustrate them here. should possess to that end. It was a generally ,accepted 

The apparatus shown in Fig. 2 will now be under- idea unt.il very lately that the fibr,rs of the paper sheet 
stood with little explanation, as the principle on which close or lock together in the same way as animal hair 
it operates is the same as that of the more simple form. in felt; At the beginning of this work even, paper is 
The mirrors are each supported by two parallel steel i described as a felted sheet. Dr. Wurster sellt us at the 
wires, which are really but the ends of the same wire. 

I 
beginning of the present year the following eommulli

The extremities of t�e wire are securely fastened in the cation, from which it would appear that· papec is not 
T-shaped 'head of a bolt, which'in the '}ase of the hori- felt in the hitherto acceptatiQll .. cf-t3� word, but sim
zontal wires ext.ends through one of the posts, and ply " a confused mass of flber." Here is what l>r. 
receives a'milled nut, by which' the tension of the Wurster says: 
wires may be varied. However great progress may have been made ill tell-

The wire at its mid-length passes around a small ing what paper is, we have yet no correct explanatioll, 
sheave in the other post, so that as the wire is tightened I of the' origin and nature of the paper sheet. It has be-

come a matter of course to consider 
paper as a felt of fibers, although 
at the beginning of the century" 
the discoverer of the nature of the, 
felting of animal fibers "bjected 
most decidedly to calling 'paper a 
felt. The peculiar clinging together 
occasioned by the animal scales in 
wool or hair felt, and the inter
twining the hair more together by 
pressure and motion, making the 
felt thicker and smaller· in its' 
dimensions, are lacking in paper 

fibers . 
Merely placing dry paper fibers 

;;�-.. uu---un�nl�--wYlY-'"DUli- xualLe a 

sbeet of paper, as can be easily, 
seen by using dry rag fiber or lint: 

The mirrors employed in the con
struction of this instrument are the 

Fig. l.-SIIIPLE APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING LISSAJOUS' FIGURES. 

Neither will short cut-wool or silk 
filaments make a sheet of any' 

strength. The capacity for produc
ing a consistent sheet of paper be· 
longs solely to those fibers which 
lose their elasticity in water as they" 
become softer, but recover that 

small, inexpensive circular pocket mirrors sold on the 
street corners. They are about 1� inches in diameter. 
To adapt them for use, a strip of tin, having its ends 
curled up to form hookS, is secured to the back of each 
mirror by means of sealing wax. 

A base board provided with three standards sup
ports the mirrors in the position of use. In one of the 
posts near the top are inserted two ordinary wire 
hooks, and near the bottoII\ are inserted two similar 
hooks. Rubber bands received in these hooks are in-

, serted in the hooked ends of the Strip of tin attached 
to the back of the mirror. Several wire nails are driven 
into the face of the standard� for convenience in in
creasing or dimillishing the tension of the ru b ber bands, 
the bands being drawn forward between the hooks 
and slipped over one or the other of the nails to in
crease the tension. 

The mirror thus mounted 
bands will, when struck 
lightly, vibrate in a hori
zontal plane. To change 
the rate of vibration, a 
weight is attached to 
the back of the mirror 
by means of beeswax. 
In the present case t.he 
weight consists of a 
piece of wire about 6 
inches long. By vary
ing position of the wire 
on the mirror, i. e., by 
placing it at different 
angles with the rubber 
bands that support the 
mirror, the rate of vi
bration may be greatly 
varied. 

on the vertical rubber 

quality again in drying. In the 
the tension of its two branches will be equalized. The moistened state the ductile fibers, aided by the shak
vertical wires are supported' in the same way by studs ing, settle down in all directions and form a confused 
projecting from the central post-the lower stud being fiber mixture.' In drying, every fiber gradually re
provided with a sheave for receiving the wire, the upper covers it original form anod elasticity, and the individual 
stud being mortised for receiving the tension screw. fibers exert a certain pressure on each other. The 

'.rhe mirrors are attached by small clamps which em- longer the fibers, arid the more intricate the mixture 
brace both wires, and the arms supporting the. adjust- of the fibers when wet, the stronger will be the sheet 
able weights are pivoted" to the clamps. The weights of paper when dry. 
may be swung in the plane of the mirror, and they are When wet, or when its fibers ha ve lost their elasticity 
made adj'u�table on their supportipg arms. by heat, ,paper cannot be drawn in every way like felt, 

The best illumination aside from sunlight is that of in which each hair is, so to say, anchored to another 
a small parallel beam from an oxyhydrogen or electric by its scales. A sheet of paper must no longer, there
lantern. The apparatus may be coarsely adjusted by fore, be designated as a felted, but as a confused, mix- ' 
turning the weighted arms on their pivots, and a finer ture of such fibers as are soft and pliable when moist, 
adjustment may be secured by increasing or diminish- b�t hard and elastic when dry. The greater the shako: 
ing the tension of the wires. ing together of the wet fibers in both directione of the' 

.. I • • .. wire, the firmer and stronger will be the sheet. The 
ANTISEPTIC MOUTHWASH. -One of the greatest living, shorter the fi bers, the less pliable will they become with 

water, as in the case of 
ground wood, and the 
less will be the pressure· 
which" individ ual fibers 
exert on each other, ant! 
the J1lore brittle w ill the. 
paper sheet turn out. 

Every strange m nte- , 
-rialmixed with the fih
ers and then pliLCP.d be· 
tween them in the for-' 
mation of the sheet pre, . 
vents thelll from lying., 
close together" thus' 
lessening the solidity,of ' 
the paper. We, shall: 
speak of the results of 
experiments in this line" 
with sizing" mineral" 
loading, and ground 
wood in future issues . ..:.... 
Praktisches Hal1dbuch. 

----+. _ •• ---
An EIlII[Jhob Salt DUlle; 

The second minor is 
mounted in substanti
ally the same way, the 
only difference being 
that the rubber bands 
are arranged horizon
tally, and supported by 
two posts instead of 
one. This mirror vi
brates in a vertical 
plane, and its rate of 

,yibration is changed in 
,the manner above de- Fig. 2.-APPARATUS FOR COMPOUNDING RECTANGULAR VIBRATIONS. 

The exploration for 
salt at the Imperial �rori 
Works • .. South Bank, 
near Middlesbrough; for' 
Mr. Coulthar,d, of'Lon
don, has just been COlD
pleted. One bed pf.llaH"" 
82 feet thick; was pene�' 

scribed. A candle or other sourc� of light is arranged so 
that the light from it will fall on one mirror and be re
flected to the other mirror, which in turn will project 
it through the lens to the wall. When the mirrors are 
set in vibration, a figure of more or less complicated 
'character will be produced upon the wall. If the two 
mirrors 'vibrate in unison, a straight line, or an ellipse, 
or a circle will be produced. If one mirror vibrates 

'twice as fast as the other, the figure will haVe tbe form 
, of figure 8. 'The figures ma.y be varied to an al�ost 

unlilnited e�tent by changing the tension of the rubber 

authorities upon buCeItJ. bac�rioiogy, D.': Miller,finds' trated, and a parting of anhydrous gypsum bored, 
that 1:>y us�ng the follo�ing mixture he could complet��, through into another bed of salt, 14 feet thick. As the 
ly sterilfz�' the mouth; cavities ip carious teeth, etc.: bottom of . the 'salt meaSures has 'not been re'tChed,' 
Thymol, 4 grains; benzoic acid, '45 gEains ; tincture of there is' the possibility of other beds of salt existing. 
eucalyptus,37f fluid drachms; water, 25 fluid ounces. The total depth of the brine well is i,692 feet. 

' 

Th� mouth is to be well' rinsed with this mixture; es
pecially before going to bed. F<1r retail, a mixture, of 
water and spirit is required for a present.able prepara
tion, and It.sbouldbe made much stronger,' ,say five 
ounces instead of twenty-five ounces, 'and diluted when 
required 
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' TEXAS j!!� well off in dogs, Qr-9adly off, rath�r, (Q)", .. 

accordin{t to the Ga1veston . New.q, _they cost the Stl\�e: 
$50,000;000. There are 2;500,000 of : them. 'fbey cost" 
their owners 5 cents a day. 01'$45,000,000, aodtbeycost 
sheep owners $5,000,000 IIlor�. 
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